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ACES group presents at Villa for MLK Day
Kevin Casey
Core Staff

T

he Association for Cultural Enrichment at St. Louis U. High (ACES)
sent a contingent of 13 students to Villa
Duchesne School on Wednesday to give
a presentation on racism and sexism to
each class year there, grades 7-12, each
consisting of about 75 girls. The Jr. Bills,
along with 15 Villa students, divided into
six groups to give the same presentation
simultaneously.
“It went well. (The Villa students) were
ready to participate; they were really into it,”
said junior Dave Blount, who was one of the
presenters to the senior class. “They really
had a lot of things to ask and say. They really
opened up discussing the topics.”
	The focus of the presentation, as part

of Villa’s celebration of Martin Luther King
Day, centered on King’s “I Have a Dream”
Speech. ACES moderator Robert Evans
added another perspective by comparing
the speech with Langston Hughes’s poem,
“A Dream Deferred.”
“We talked about … how we might talk
about the dream deferred, and has the notion
of (King’s) ‘I Have a Dream’ speech materialized,” said Villa principal Patty Fagin.
“Were there issues related to women’s rights
that were kind of neglected in the ‘Dream’
speech? Has the dream been realized or has
the dream been deferred?”
Fagin added that with Villa being an allgirls school, the topic of discussion expanded
into sexism as well.
“We said, ‘You can’t defeat racism
without sexism also,’” explained Blount.
“So we had to take both of (the issues) on
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Senior guard Eric Devlin
weaves between his CBC
opponents last Friday
and scores a deuce before an excited SLUH
cheering section (and under the watchful eyes of the
Burger King). SLUH made
the game close, but poor
rebounding ultimately undermined the Jr. Bills, who
lost 46-40, falling to 1-3 in
MCC play (see article, p. 5).

at the same time. That’s how we presented
them.”
	Blount added that the presenters brought
up questions of whether or not King’s dream
is still relevant to problems today, how this
dream affected people in the past, and if
the dream should be directed differently to
people today.
Each presentation consisted of a PowerPoint slideshow with examples of both
racism and sexism, and featured questions for
the group to think about and discuss. It also
included a showing of Silent Beats, a short
film by Jon M. Chu about racial stereotyping.
Fagin sat in with the juniors during the
seminar. “They seemed to enjoy the opportunity to talk about some of these issues, to
kind of hear what their peers had to say, to

see MLK, 7

Experimental
schedule draws
mixed reviews
Mark Waterman
Reporter

S

t. Louis U. High returned to its regular
schedule on Tuesday, ending the experimental schedule which placed activity
period first to allow students extra time to
get to school with the closure of Highway
40. The schedule had run since the beginning of the calendar year, through exams,
and for one full week of school days.
With activity period as the first period
of the day, students were not required to be
at school until homeroom, which began at
8:39. Freshman and sophomores then had
three straight class periods from homeroom
until lunch, and juniors had four straight until

see NORMALCY, 7
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Nanjing
quartet
crosses Sisyphus winter
ocean, cultures to attend SLUH ’08 set to appear
smaller than he is used to back home. That
is no surprise considering that his school in
Nanjing has an estimated 3,600 students.
s it has done for the past ten years, 	Zhou and Zhu feel that the classes here
the SLUH community has opened its are more interactive than the ones that they
doors to Chinese exchange students from are used to in China, though Zhou has a
the town of
difficult time
Nanjing in the
understanding
weeks
since
American hisChristmas
tory.
break.
“I love the
	T h e s t u school here,
dents, known
and I love the
here in America
structure of the
as Eddie Chen,
buildings,” said
Ariel Zhou,
Wang.
Amelia Wang,
Though the
and Fred Zhu, Chinese exchange students (from left) Ariel Zhou, Amelia Wang, students receive
are studying Fred Zhu, and Eddie Chen came to SLUH from the town of Nanjing. an American
courses such as English, geometry, physics education, they also are here to soak in an
and American History for the entire second American experience.
semester.
“The city is a lot less crowded and a lot
In regards to the classes, Eddie Chen cleaner,” said Zhu in regards to St. Louis.
said, “The classes are organized very effiThe city of Nanjing has an estimated
see X CHANGE, 8
ciently,” adding that the classroom sizes are

Pat Lynch
Reporter
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Mills plots out his sabbatical
Ben Kim
Reporter

M

ath teacher George Mills will be on
sabbatical for the rest of the second
semester. During his leave from St. Louis
U. High, Mills will seek to improve the
Advanced Geometry curriculum for next
year’s students.
“With the tendency (to go) away from
systematic geometry in available texts, I
decided to do this project,” said Mills in an
e-mail.
Mills has taught the Advanced Geometry
course, started by former math teacher Bob
Overkamp in the ’70s, for the past 16 years.
During that time, he has made some additions
to the course, including the use of Geometer’s
Sketchpad, a computer program which allows students to become more familiar with
different geometries and experiment with
them. Mills also contributed to the writing of
a program for the use of Poincare geometry
on Sketchpad.
“(Geometer’s Sketchpad) has had a
major influence on what is possible in the

course,” said Mills.
With his sabbatical, Mills hopes to
contribute more to the course by making
new lessons that eliminate the need for
students to buy the standard geometry textbook. Students, though, may still have to
purchase a written pamphlet or Geometer’s
Sketchpad.
“I have been dissatisfied with the present
text since the first year I taught from it,” Mills
said, remembering the “great text” from his
former Advanced Algebra II/Trigonometry
course.
Mills feels “both excitement and dread”
about his newfound free time, mentioning
his frustration and lack of creativity. But
after making some progress, Mills says that
he feels more encouraged. He has already
made some “taxicab geometry” for next
year’s students. Taxicab geometry uses a
“taxicab” to travel on vertical and horizontal
paths to get from point to point. Mills thinks
that this will add to his earlier lessons about
midpoints and betweeness of points.

see THE GENERAL, 8

Chris Brennan		
Core Staff

T

he Winter 2008 Sisyphus will be available next Wednesday for St. Louis U.
High students looking to indulge in the
compilation of literature and art produced
by SLUH students and faculty. The 52page magazine will be sold for 25 cents
during activity period and features both
poetry and prose as well as pictures and
photographs.
	The magazine is recognizable by its
White Stripes-esque trichromatic cover.
The red, white, and black blocks, drawn by
art student junior Joe Kainz, adorn the front
and back covers, and a photograph by Zac
Boesch of Ignatius’s finger and globe graces
the inside back cover.
Art editor junior Dan Baxter said this
issue was “a good magazine for art.” The
trend of art submissions being mostly photography continued, but the magazine also
includes a large amount of art due in part to
contributions from various SLUH art classes.
Overall, the magazine features 17 pictures
and seven photographs.
	Twenty-two year Sisyphus moderator
Rich Moran said that the number of art
submissions were average but definitely
high quality. He especially noted a series of
pictures by senior Matt Anderson. Art editor
junior Nevin Peeples especially liked sophomore Joe Quinlan’s still life of a cow skull,
while Baxter was impressed by junior Kevin
Casey’s picture of “The Bean” in Chicago’s
Millennium Park.
Literature submissions were down this
year, according to Moran. Unlike art submissions, poetry and prose are read and judged by
the literary editors completely anonymously.
The team of nine literary editors convenes to
decide what will be included in the magazine
based on the scores the editors had given
each piece.
	The magazine includes 13 poems and
eight works of fiction. Moran noted that
there were fewer very long stories, but added
that “The Bullfighter” by Dave Spitz and
“Interlopers” by Jim Santel are two superb
pieces of work. As for poetry, Moran said

see TWO CENTS, 7
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Hadel
returns
as Freshman
“factotum” for semester pianist plays
January 25, 2008

Conor Gearin
Reporter

death last week.
From 1993-2005, Hadel enjoyed a long
he beginning of the second semester stint of “twelve very good, very happy years”
at SLUH while teaching
marks the return of
English, Spanish, and
Richard Hadel, S.J. After
theology. He then went
spending three years at St.
to serve St. Cecilia’s, a
Cecilia Parish in South
predominantly SpanishCity, Hadel will spend a
speaking parish, until
semester at St. Louis U.
recently, when a young
High “tutoring guys who
priest who spoke Spanish
need help and filling in,”
was able to fulfill most of
he said.
Hadel’s duties.
	He says he has become
As for his plans after
a “factotum” of sorts. “I
the semester ends, he says,
want to help out any way I
“Well, as a Jesuit, I’ll go
can,” he said.
wherever the provincial
Recently, he sat in
on Mark Tychonievich’s Hadel at Jan Cotter’s main office cubicle. sends me.” He does beLatin classes and filled in for Secretary to lieve, however, that he will probably be
the Principal Jan Cotter upon her husband’s working at a retreat house.

T
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Chessbills open New
Ye a r w i t h
2-1 run
schedule, called sophomore Alex Placke,
who was able to catch the Metrolink from
Belleville and make it to the meet on time.
fter stumbling in their first match of Sophomore Tony Melillo happened to be
2008, the St. Louis U. High chess hanging around school and filled in at board
team has roared back with two strong vic- five, despite having little experience with
tories.
chess.
Returning to action after the Christmas 	The irregular SLUH squad did not fare
break on Jan. 9, the SLUH chess team faced well against the skilled Burroughs team.
John Burroughs. The meet was a disaster for Melillo and Placke both lost. At board three,
the Knightbills as they
senior Michael Watt
had trouble fielding
was winning his game
a team to play in the
but made a series of
meet.
errors and lost.
	Because of conAt board one,
flicts with Senior
sophomore Peter HarProject, seniors Josh
ris battled Amol Pai,
Dripps and team capwho went 9-0 last year
tain Stephen Schuand was a top-ranked
macher could not atplayer in the league.
Sophomore Peter Harris contemplates his next
tend the meet. Then
Harris scored the only
at about 2:30, chess mod- pounce at board against Alton High School. points for the team with
erator Frank Kovarik received an e-mail a draw. SLUH lost 26-4.
from senior Dan Geisman, informing him 	Over the following weekend, Peter Harthat Geisman had come home sick from his ris and Michael Watt competed in a Gateway
project and could not attend the meet.
Chess League Tournament at Sperreng
Kovarik, at home because of the exam
see KING SIDE CASTLE, 8

Mike Watt
Reporter

A
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his way to
national
competition
Matt Bettonville, Kevin Casey
Core Staff

F

reshman pianist Dominic Cheli won
the Music Teachers National Association (MTNA) West Central divisional
competition in the junior (11-14 year-old)
age group last Saturday. His victory required performing 20 minutes of memorized music to several judges.
Cheli will be one of seven performers
in the MTNA national competition Mar. 29April 2 in Denver, Colo. He won the honor
representing Missouri in the West Central
divisional competition against the top MTNA
musicians from seven other states.
An MTNA competition recital starts
with a piece of the pianist’s choice performed
for judges, who then ask to hear specific
songs from the pianist’s repertoire. Cheli
said he performed the first movement of a
Beethoven sonata and “Hungarian Rhapsody” by Liszt, among others in his divisional
performance.
“It was a pretty big deal,” admitted Cheli
of winning the regional. “I’m just kind of
excited (now).”
	The MTNA seeks to ensure a curriculum
sufficient to their music students’ learning.
It holds annual competitions in many instrumental categories. Cheli said his teacher got
him involved in the competitions after seven
years of lessons.
At SLUH, Cheli serves as a choral accompanist, but is not involved in the band
program’s classes.
	There is an award for winning the national piano competition, but the real prize is
being nationally recognized for your work,
said Cheli.
Last week’s photo of the remodeled
counseling department was incorrectly
attributed to Zac Boesch. The photo was
actually taken by Conor Blanquart.
We regret the error.
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Jottbills rally to defeat DeSmet, Chaminade
First win at DeSmet in over 10 years

Sam Burton
Reporter

T

his St. Louis U. High wrestling team
has accomplished something no
SLUH team has done in over a decade:
win on the road against DeSmet. The team
beat DeSmet 40-30 last Tuesday night.
	The night did not start as the Jr. Billikens had hoped. As Ben Ludwig checked in
at the scorers’ table to begin his match, the
Spartans were winning.
Ludwig’s match started fairly evenly,
with both wrestlers trading points. Ludwig
had several opportunities to end the match
early but came up a little short. But in the
waning moments of the third period with the
score tied, Ludwig pinned his opponent and
pulled out a victory just in time, leaving a
mere second left on the clock.
Sophomores Andrew Danter and George
Staley also contributed pins to the victory.
	The victory against DeSmet has been
part of a major turnaround that the Jr. Bills
started last Thursday against Chaminade.

Before the match, captain James Barton yearn to wrestle the jimmies out of any poor
said, “I guarantee a win! Go ahead and quote Chaminade Red Devil who walked onto that
me.”
mat in the House that Curdt
	Before the dual meet
Built.
even began, Barton proved
Before Ott or any of the
right, because Chaminade is
coaches or wrestlers could
having an off year and could
think of what that source of
only fill five spots out of a
that rush might be, Mrs. Ott
14-man lineup.
walked into the gym with a
Although brief, this
little plastic bag, that seemed
senior night provided plenty
to be what the team needed.
of good wrestling. The
What was in that bag? Taco
night started with a solid
Bell: that crunchy, chewy,
six-minute match by Staley,
cheesiness was the missing
who earned a minor-decision
component. The Taco Bell
victory.
fueled the fire in Coach
For the next couple of
Ott’s belly, and everyone
minutes, Chaminade was Senior Ken Homan hits a Fireman’s could feel the energy that
beating the Jr. Bills on the carry in his match against Chaminade oozed from his every pore.
on Senior Night last week Thursday.
mat, but assistant coach Jon
This energy demanded the
Ott knew he did not want the Jr. Bills’ last wrestlers to follow his every command.
home meet to end with poor wrestling. He
This new confidence would be put to the
knew that the team needed some outside test right away. Danter wrestled against
see YO QUIERO, 9
adrenaline rush that would make the wrestlers
photo by zac boesch

Hockey draws with rival CBC

Matt Beezley
Reporter

Adding to SLUH’s woes, star goaltender Alex Effinger was ill on game day, and
fter consecutive losses to Metro Cath- questionable to play until he stepped onto the
olic opponents CBC (2-0) and Vian- ice. His illness notwithstanding, the senior
ney (4-2) and a 4-2 victory over Chami- netminder was nearly perfect, saving 34 of
nade, the St. Louis U. High hockey club 36 shots. The game ended in a 2-2 draw,
faced the Cadets for the third and final giving the Jr. Bills a record of 10-4-3.
	The Puckbills
time in the regular
dominated the first
season.
period but were un	The Icebills
able to score dewere missing three
spite a handful of
starting defensechances.
men heading into
	The sheets rethe rivalry matchup.
mained clean until
Captain Chris Faron
the second period,
sustained a hairwhen the Jr. Bills
line fracture on his
tallied a goal for a
shoulder during the
Kirkwood game, Junior Kevin Corby (center) looks to backhand the puck to 1-0 lead.
fellow junior Jack Berger against CBC Monday night.
With the Jr. Bills
but is projected to
start in the Jesuit Cup against DeSmet to- on a power play, Jack Berger won the draw
night, freshman Jim Berger broke his wrist in the offensive zone, giving fellow junior
a week ago, and junior Connor Quinn was Kevin Corby a shot from the high slot. CBC
goaltender Peter Filip, no doubt annoyed by
out of town with his club team.

A
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the SLUH crowd yelling “Peter Cheater,”
stopped the initial shot, but senior Matt
Beezley was waiting in front to backhand
the rebound in between Filip’s pads.
Minutes later, junior Joe Cella skated
across the offensive zone off a faceoff and
shot the puck top corner to give the Jr. Bills
a 2-0 lead.
	The game reached a stalemate, as neither
team could convert any of their numerous
scoring chances, thanks largely to Effinger’s
play and numerous instances when the CBC
net came off the posts before the Jr. Bills
could get a shot.
	The Cadets turned up the heat in the
third period and scored their first goal on
a tipped shot from the point that Effinger
couldn’t see, halving SLUH’s lead.
CBC equalized just minutes later when
the puck slid in between the legs of Effinger.
None can say whether the net was knocked
off of the pegs before or after the puck drifted
across the goal line.

see ALMOST TWICE, 10
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Pinchshotbills pass DeSmet, remain perfect
Spencer Rusch
Reporter

T

he St. Louis U. High racquetball team
swept DeSmet for the second time
this season, improving their overall record
to 7-0 while dropping their Jesuit rivals to
3-4.
Ray Godefroid enjoyed his second
consecutive forfeit as DeSmet’s No. 2 Justin
Schlueter was a no-show at Tuesday’s match.
Godefroid can clinch the No. 1 seed in the
state tournament with a win over CBC foe
Steve Abodi on Monday.
Junior Kevin Kissel faced fellow No. 5
David Roustio for the first time. Kissel made
no hesitation, dominating 15-3, 15-1.
“He played really, really, really well,”
said teammate Matt Vonderheide. “That’s
really all I can say about his game.”
No. 4 Paul Marsek looked to improve
upon his performance against DeSmet’s
Ryan Fesler in the season opener. This time,
Marsek’s serves and pinches were superb and
Fesler never really stood a chance. Marsek
kept his perfect season alive, winning 15-1,
15-6.

	Team captain Joe Hoffmann also wanted speed, lanky frame, and unorthodox play to
to show how much he has improved since take down his opponent 15-7, 15-10.
No. 3 seed junior Spencer Rusch squared
week one. Hoffmann struggled out of the
gate, stumbling to a 5-4 start, but only al- off against Tony Piazza. In the first game,
Rusch climbed to
lowed one point for
an early lead only
the entire rest of the
to lose a few late
match. DeSmet’s
points to Piazza’s
No. 1 John Yahl
speed and strength.
could not handle
In the second game
Hoffmann’s drive
Piazza fell apart,
serve, as Hoffmann
skipping shot afpicked up some moter shot. Rusch
mentum and concruised, sealing a
fidence going into
15-8, 15-2 win.
next week’s match
Matt Vonderagainst CBC’s deheide and Anthony
fending state champ
Matt Wyland. Hoff- Senior Joe Hoffmann prepares to smash the ball on Tuesday Bess looked to rein his win against Desmet.
bound from their
mann rolled 15-4,
loss to SLUH Varsity II’s Andrew Connor
15-1.
Andrew Zack could not settle into a and Tim Rudolph. Team Vonderbess faced
rhythm against DeSmet No. 6 Tim Luecke. DeSmet’s Matt Baxendale and Andrew
Luecke is not all that quick and doesn’t hit the Blusiewicz.
Vonderbess looked sharp in game one,
ball that well, but does have the ability to just
keep the point alive and force his opponent putting away early points, but struggled in
see VONDERBESS, 10
into mistakes. Zack relied once again on his
photo by zac boesch

Rossbills fall to CBC, Gateway Tech
Jared Fechter
Reporter

T

Travel to state capital tonight

he struggling Saint Louis U. High
basketball team has been busy over
the past week, going 1-2 and dropping to
9-9 on the season.
Friday’s match-up against the CBC Cadets looked promising on paper. The Jr. Bills
were riding a three-game winning streak,
while the Cadets had lost their previous two
contests. For the first half of the game, SLUH
played well. They went into the locker room
leading 21-18.
Despite the strong first half and a high
student turnout, the Jr. Bills came out flat in
the second half, getting outscored 11-5 in
the third quarter.
SLUH’s balanced offensive attack was
led by sophomore guard Tim Cooney, who
scored eight points. But defensively, the Jr.
Bills had no answer for CBC’s senior guard
Karrington Pettiford, who scored 16 points.

Pettiford’s clutch free throw shooting down
the stretch helped the Cadets bury the Jr. Bills
late in the game.
“We let the game slip right through our
fingers,” said captain Dan Niese, “but the
crowd helped keep us close throughout that
second half.”
	The next night the Jr. Bills traveled to St.
Mary’s to face the Dragons in an important
district game. The Jr. Bills came out strong
again, leading 34-24 after three quarters of
play.
	But, in what has become a trend, the Jr.
Bills couldn’t put St. Mary’s away. Despite
the ten-point lead, the Dragons, led by senior forward Jordan Martin, who dropped
20 points, clawed their way back into the
game.
With only a few minutes to play, SLUH
led 40-32 and started playing very conservative basketball. Following a powerful dunk
from Martin, St. Mary’s capitalized on this

conservative play, sending the game into
overtime with an 8-0 run.
The Jr. Bills came out on fire in overtime,
as senior forward Luis Soffner knocked down
a three to start the period. After Soffner’s
three, the Jr. Bills never looked back, outscoring the Dragons 11-1 in OT.
“It was a game we should have won in
regulation,” said Niese, “but we dominated
OT anyways. Sleepy (Soffner) hit some huge
threes.”
Cooney again led the way with 14
points, and Soffner chipped in a solid 12. A
pleasant surprise for the game and over the
past couple weeks, sophomore guard Mike
Butler stepped up and added eight points.
	Tuesday night, the Jr. Bills played host to
the highly touted Jaguars of Gateway Tech.
Gateway came in at 13-4, fresh off beating
one of the area’s best teams in McCluer North
the night before. Right from tip-off,

see FIVE HUNDRED, 9
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Underclassman Winter Sports Update
JV Hockey (9-3-1)
JV Wrestling

Ryan Boschert
Reporter

T

he JV hockey team started the season on a rough note, going
winless in its first three games. The team rebounded in the
fourth game of the season, coming through with a 7-4 victory
over the Vianney Golden Griffins. The win was the first of nine
consecutive victories by the Jr. Bills to catapult them into second
place in their division with a
record of 9-3-1.
Some notable wins during
this streak were shutouts against
Lindbergh and Kirkwood, both
of which are in the top five of
the division.
Several key players emerged
Junior Pat Zundel skates toward the goal as
junior Ryan Boschert protects the goal.
during the streak. Freshman
Andrew Evola leads the team with seven points (one goal, six assists), while sophomore Kurt Eisele and junior Joe Stratton lead
the team with five goals each. Sophomore Christian Geoghegan is
second in points with six.
	Offense however, has not been the key to victory. The JV
Boyesbills’ defensive play and goaltending kept the streak alive.
photo by zac boesch

see PEORIA, 9

JV Racquetball

John Edwards
Reporter

S

t. Louis U. High’s four JV raquetball teams have performed
excellently so far this season and have been paced by JV11’s undefeated record. Led by head coach Robert Hoffman and
junior Matt Nahlik, JV1-1 has destroyed every team in their path,
including SLUH’s JV1-2 team.
Steve Suellentrop, JV1-1’s No.
5 player, has also been consistently dominant. He is the only
remaining undefeated player on
JV1-1.
JV1-2 has also had an excellent season, with their only loss
coming at the hands of fellow Jr.
Bills JV1-1. Despite the loss there
was one bright spot—sophomore
Senior Steve Suellentrop is the only
Mark Kissel upset junior Clayton
undefeated player on JV1.
Newberry in the No. 3 match.
JV1-2’s No. 1 seed, Jack Reichenbach, has bounced back from
back-to-back, season-opening losses with a 5-0 stretch.
Junior Nick Eshelman said, “This year’s JV team is consistent
and solid with a lot of strength and depth at each level. That’s why
we’re dominant.” He cited the flock of young players rising in the
ranks of the JV-2 and JV-3 teams as well as the two JV-1 teams.
photo by zac boesch

Tim Wiethop
Reporter

A

ccording to junior John Boehm, only three words can describe the budding junior varsity wrestling team’s season:
“slightly above average.”
	The JV wrestling team has fought through its struggles all season
with numerous open spots in the lineup, earning them a fifth place
finish in the Mehlville Tournament over Christmas break.
	The team anticipated more
returning wrestlers in the program, especially after strong
freshman and JV seasons last
year, but was forced to play the
cards it was dealt.
Sophomore 112-pounder
George Staley has been a bright
spot for the club. After getting
some valuable experience on Sophomore Andrew Danter puts in the
half-nelson and begins to roll his opponent
the varsity lineup, Staley picked onto his back at the Vianney Tournament.
up a second place finish at the JV Vianney Tournament.
“It was a challenging year for me, moving from C-team last
photo by zac boesch

see OTT-OMATIC, 9

B Basketball (11-6)

John Sachs
Reporter

T

he St. Louis U. High B-Basketball team has started off the
year with a record of 11-6 (3-1 MCC).
Coach Tim Rittenhouse has been
coaching this team for two years now, and
he says that they have good team chemistry
and get along well. “A lot of different guys
have stepped up,” said Rittenhouse.
“We’re all co-leaders,” freshman Zak
Otten said, “and we’re all good friends.”
	The team averages 47points per game,
led by sophomore Mike Mayberger with
10.4 points per game. Sophomore Jay
DiMaggio leads the team in rebounds with
3.6 per game. They lost a great asset to
the team when sophomore Andrew Ostapowicz moved up to varsity. Rittenhouse
said that he was one of the main outside
shooters.
Sophomore Scott Milles (42)
	The Rittbills are getting progressively goes up with Sophomore
Andrew Ostapowicz (left)
better, and Rittenhouse says that they are to block a shot in their game
against DeSmet.
all “serious about basketball,” but they
need to bulk up if they are going to be ready for varsity.
photo by zac boesch

see PIZZA, 10
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(from 1)
just have an opportunity to view the video
and give their impressions on it,” she said.
According to Fagin, the presentation was
given as part of one of Villa’s service-learning
days. A service-learning day involves the
students performing service projects in the
morning and then returning to school for
lunch.
“In the afternoon we usually have some
kind of a special educational seminar,” said
Fagin. “Since this (was) very close to Martin
Luther King Day, we decided that we would
have some kind of a seminar that dealt with
issues around race, and then have a liturgy
following.”
Villa originally contacted Jane Brown,
the Executive Director of the St. Louis

NORMALCY
(from 1)
their lunch period.
While the schedule worked effectively to
reduce tardiness, the Highway 40 shutdown
was not as bad as expected, so students usually did not need extra time to get to school.
Math teacher Tom Flanagan, who prefected
the tardy table for the first semester, said
that with the experimental schedule, there
were hardly any tardy students. However,
Flanagan said that if SLUH stuck with the
schedule for an extended period of time,
students would “probably start taking advantage of the later start time” by getting to
school later, and tardies would be back up
to normal levels.
Many students enjoyed the experimental
schedule, viewing an activity period-firstschedule as essentially a late-start schedule.
Junior John Duchardt said, “I enjoyed (it)
because it let me sleep in more and gave me
more time to pick up my carpool.”
Sophomore Dan Goeddel agreed, saying, “(It) just gave me more time to wake
up.”
	However, for some students, having to
attend several classes in a row outweighed
the benefits of having activity period first.
“There’s just too long of a time without a
break,” said junior Kevin Martin.
For students who continued to come to
school at the same time during the experimental schedule as they had before, opinions
varied. Freshman Stephen Seyer liked the

News
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Archdiocese’s St. Charles Lwanga Center,
a center for leadership development and
spiritual formation within the St. Louis
African-American Catholic community, for
possible suggestions for the seminar.
	Brown, who had been impressed with
the presentation by juniors Malik Brown
and Ronnie Wingo at Kujenga, an AfricanAmerican Leadership Conference, in the
fall (see Volume 72, Issue 6), suggested
Villa contact Evans. Once contacted, Evans
showed several members of the Villa faculty
what Brown and Wingo had presented at the
conference.
Evans and Fagin then decided to make
the project a collaborative effort between
the schools, and Evans held three four-hour
Saturday training sessions for the SLUH and

Villa presenters.
“I think everybody thought it was a
good first start,” Fagin said. “We are trying
to do a better job with addressing diversity
issues at our school. Some young women
have just recently started a diversity club,
and so I think for us it’s a good first step in
the right direction.”
“I floated around to different groups and
every time I came in I felt like the students
were doing a really good job of facilitating their conversation,” said Evans. “I’m
pumped. I’m excited about the possibility
of when it comes to SLUH.”
Evans is currently working with the
administration on setting a time in March for
ACES to give the presentation to the SLUH
junior class.

schedule, saying, “I get here early, so it’s a
big chunk of time where you can get all of
your homework done.”
	However, freshman Alex Wehner said
that he disliked having activity period first,
because “teachers weren’t around if you
needed help.”
Martin echoed this statement, saying,
“You can’t talk to your teachers because
they’re not here.”
	The experimental schedule had the
greatest impact on intramurals and clubs
that have weekly meetings during activity
period. Intramural coordinator David Barton said attendance was down at the Movie
Trivia Intramural that took place during the
experimental schedule.
Latin teacher Mary Lee McConaghy,
on the other hand, said she was pleasantly
surprised with turnout for her Latin “Dream
Team” meetings at activity period, although
she did notice that students were looking “a
bit famished” later in the day after surviving
three and four consecutive periods.
	Principal Mary Schenkenberg said that
with all of the work being done recently on
the admissions process, the administration
has formed no immediate plans for evaluating
the experimental schedule. She said in her
interactions with the students, she has gotten
mixed reactions.
“There are pluses and minuses (to the
schedule)” she said. Schenkenberg said that
although there will be no more experimental

schedules this year, scheduling will become
an issue once again when the other half of
Highway 40 closes in the coming years.
“I could see how we could use (this
schedule) again next year at the transition
time,” she said.
Schenkenberg also said she hopes the
administration will be able to conduct a
survey in the coming months to learn what
the majority of students and faculty thought
about the schedule. She said the results of
such a survey would be useful in deciding
how to handle special Highway 40 schedules
in the future.
“I think we learned that we can change
the schedule and the world doesn’t fall apart,”
she said.

TWO CENTS
(from 2)

“‘Adoration’ by Dan Everson is a knockout
of a poem,” and “‘Poet’s Crutch’ by Pat
Topping is very clever.”
Sophomore James Fister, who is a literary editor as well as a contributor of the poem
“Pop Art,” said he thought submissions were
“really good. The poetry was very strong.”
Fister added that he especially liked “Sculpture Park” by senior Mike Finucane.
Fellow sophomore and literary editor
Ben Minden-Birkenmaier echoed Fister’s
appreciation of “Sculpture Park” and added
that another poem he really enjoyed was “In
the City” by senior Peter Lucier.
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KING SIDE CASTLE
(from 3)
Middle School. Watt finished in 9th place
and Harris finished in 18th place out of 124
competitors.
	The Chessbills recovered the next week
against Clayton High School, though they
again played without three of their regular
seniors. Along with freshman Kevin Buettner, sophomores Kyle Felts and Placke filled
out the bottom three boards. Felts delivered a
victory at board four which, combined with
victories by sophomores Joe Ebel and Harris,
gave the Knightbills a 20-10 victory.

X CHANGE

(from 2)
population of 8.2 million people compared
to St. Louis’ 353,837.
Wang has a greater sense of freedom
here in America. “I can go ice skating or go
to a basketball game. In Nanjing I couldn’t
do those things because of the amounts of
homework I had.”
The students attended the Nanjing Foreign Language School before being chosen
for the exchange program. “The four students
were chosen because of their scores on the
mastery test at the end of their junior year at
the Nanjing Foreign Language School,” said
Chinese teacher Ching-ling Tai. “They had
the four highest scores on that test.”
Nanjing Foreign Language School has
been the top school in Nanjing for 43 years,
so finishing in the top four is quite an accomplishment.
SLUH became a part of the Chinese
exchange program through the efforts of Tai.
Nanjing is a sister city of St. Louis, and when
Tai became vice-president of a St. Louisbased Nanjing sister city commitee in 1990,
the committee thought an exchange program
would be good for cultural diffusion. For the
past ten years, SLUH has typically had two
Chinese exchange students spend a semester
here, but Tai wanted two more students to
come to St. Louis so that the exchange would
be equal.

News
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	On Wednesday, Jan. 23, the team swept
Alton High School, 30-0.
In the first match to finish, Watt checkmated his opponent in just sixteen moves at
board four. Soon after, Dripps easily defeated
his opponent at board five.
The next match to finish was at board
one, where Harris defeated his opponent in
sixteen moves as well.
“My opponent made two major mistakes within five moves. I took advantage
of those mistakes and then forced him into
checkmate,” said Harris.
Next to win was Ebel at board two. Ebel
had accidentally dropped a bishop early on,

but this mistake inadvertently helped him
set a trap that allowed him to sweep his
rooks behind his opponent and gain a big
advantage.
In the longest match of the day, Geisman
earned a bishop-to-a-pawn advantage which
turned into a rook-to-bishop advantage. He
was able to take advantage of this lead in
the end game and forced his opponent to
sacrifice his rook to stop Geisman’s pawn
from being promoted to a queen.
With the win, SLUH improved to a
record of 4-1 and now looks to continue its
winning streak next Wednesday at Edwardsville.

(from 2)
“It has always been enjoyable to find or
develop something for a class. The frustration
in the past is having the time to do that,” said
Mills. “But fresh approaches, though they
don’t always work, sometimes open new
doors for students.”
With Mills’s absence, there has been a
shuffling of math classes among the remaining teachers. Math teacher Frank Corley now
teaches Mills’s three Advanced Geometry
classes, while science teacher Michele Perrin
instructs his Algebra I class. Math teachers
James Fox and Joseph Schulte split Corley’s
former classes.

“The students are lucky to have (Corley).
I know I enjoy math conversations with him,”
said Mills. “The students are lucky to have
(Perrin) to help them.”
Mills will still be involved in SLUH
activities during his sabbatical. He will
still tutor at SLUH on Wednesdays. As a
moderator for Stream Team, he is thinking
about volunteering with the Stream Team to
help clean the River Des Peres. During the
summer, he also plans to help build houses in
Mexico as well as take his Urban Challenge
trip to Camden, New Jersey.

THE GENERAL

photo courtesy of charlie hall

QUOTE OF THE WEEK

“In the air the Pentagon would then,
went the presumption, turn orange
and vibrate until all evil emissions
had fled this levitation. At that point
the war in Vietnam would end.”
- Norman Mailer

Freshman Sal Esparza (front left) had an onstage view of Democratic presidential candidate
John Edwards’ January 19 rally at the Carpenters Union Hall in St. Louis.

January 25, 2008

Sports
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(from 4)
Chaminade’s sole senior wrestler. Once the
match started, it looked as though Danter was
not going to survive. The Chaminade senior
was more experienced and a little stronger,
but somehow through Danter’s “Mystic
Monkey Defense,” he managed to escape
several near falls in the first.
In the second period, Danter became
the offensive wrestler. With a menacing
crossface cradle, Danter pulled off the upset
win, pinning his opponent.
When asked about how the “Mystic
Monkey” has become such a consistent
wrestler, coach Todd Clements said, “It is all
about confidence. Once you start to believe
that you can compete you are a completely
different wrestler.”
	There was no one on the team who took
this newfound internal ferocity to heart more
than Tim Gallagher. Once the match started,
Gallagher pounded on his opponent. Once
Gallagher had his opponent on his back, the
referee did not call a pin for nearly 30 seconds,
which in wrestling terms is about an eternity.
It was almost painful to watch Gallagher
trying to get the referee to call a pin. It was
like watching a spider being suffocated by a
flyswatter with all eight appendages flailing
around.
Josh “The Beef” Ritchey capped the
night off with an extremely quick six points.
It felt as though he walked to the mat and—
before the match began—the referee raised
The Beef’s paw for a win.
	The Jr. Bills demolished Chaminade by
a final score of 57-15.
The Jr. Bills carried the confidence from
last Thursday’s victory with them into the
MICDS tournament last weekend, where
they had two fourth-place finishers—Ken
Homan and Ben Ludwig—and two fifth-place
finishers—James Barton and Kevin Staed.
The 16-team field was full of powerhouse
wrestling schools like Ft. Zumwalt North,
Holt, and Whitfield. The Jr. Bills finished
10th as a team.
Next Thursday’s dual meet against Pattonville is the last competition for the Jr. Bills
until state competition. Varsity wrestling will
begin at 6 p.m. at Pattonville.

(from 6)
year to JV and Varsity lineups this year, but
I was able to adjust,” Staley said.
Sophomores David Lopez and Andrew
Danter both wrestled well for the team before moving up to varsity. Lopez earned a
14-4 record before the call-up. Along with
a strong 15-6 record, Danter placed second
at the Vianney Tournament.
Despite the call-ups, there were still
plenty of wrestlers on the team. Sophomore
Justin Broccard has wrestled well managing
a 14-10 record. Sophomore Joe Zacher rose
from Danter’s shadow and took charge with
a great Mehlville Tournament and a 6-3
record.
“Zacher has been impressive so far,”
said junior John “Big B” Boehm, who, aside
from a poor showing at the Parkway South
Tournament in the early season, has had a
dominant season, complete with a third-place
finish at the Vianney Tournament.
At the end of the roster, sophomore Alex
Meiers has had a successful season as well,
with a 12-6 record.
The JV team has been a positive influence on the C-team during a couple of mixed
practices.
“We’ve matured a lot over the year and
are showing some good signs,” said JV coach
Sean O’Brien. The JV Grapplebills only have
the MCC tournament and a dual meet with
Pattonville before the state tournament in
February.

(from 5)
the Jr. Bills appeared outmatched. The first
half was full of Jr. Bill turnovers, resulting in
easy transition baskets for Gateway. Heading
into the locker room, SLUH trailed 34-17.
Despite the first-half drubbing, the Jr.
Bills came out strong in the second half,
showing great resilience. Refusing to give
up, the starters worked the deficit down to ten
in the first few minutes of the third quarter
before being taken out of the game.
With the strong second-half performance, the Jr. Bills outscored the Jaguars
26-25, ending the game with a somewhat
respectable 59-43 loss. Cooney again led the
way with another 14-point performance.
“They’re a very good team,” said Niese,
“but we outscored them by one in the second
half, so without the slow start, that game
could have been a lot closer.”
	The Jr. Bills look to get back above .500
tonight when they head to Jefferson City to
take on the Jays at 7:00.

peoria
(from 6)
The team recorded six shutouts during the
nine-game win streak, yielding only seven
goals.
Junior captain Mike Ikemeier describes
the JV Crosbills as “a team that has difficulty
scoring goals, but we play strong defense,
and the few goals we do score are at critical
times.”
	The team has had trouble scoring, netting
only 28 goals in 13 games, but it has yielded
just 15 goals (1.15 goals per game).
	The Jr. Bills will face tough competition to end the season in CBC and DeSmet,
both of which have beaten them this year.
If the team is to continue its success in the
postseason, it will have to keep up its strong
defense.

MCC Standings
Source: stltoday.com

Basketball

School

mcc
record

OVERALL
record

PTS.
Diff.

Chaminade

5-0

14-3

+138

DeSmet

2-3

10-8

+87

1-3

8-9

-34

CBC

SLUH

Vianney

2-2
1-3

9-8
9-9

+8

+39

Hockey
School

mcc
record

OVERALL
record

goal
diff.

cbc

9-3-1

18-4-1

+61

SLUH

6-4-3

10-4-3

+21

Chaminade
DeSmet

Vianney

6-4-0
5-5-0
2-8-2

12-5-1
10-7-0
7-10-2

+40
+30
-27

Wrestling (duals only)
School

mcc
record

OVERALL
record

pts.
diff.

cbc

2-0

3-1

+54

SLUH

2-2

4-4

+69

0-2

-66

Vianney
DeSmet

Chaminade

2-1
0-2
0-1

2-4
1-2

-69
-32
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by Matt Bettonville
Lunch Menu Note: Activity period snacks
will still be served, but have not been announced in advance.
Friday, January 25
Schedule R
Soph. Class Liturgy
STUCO Fresh. Elections
BB @ Jefferson City 5:30pm
B-BB @ Jefferson City 7pm
CB-BB vs. DeSmet 5:30pm
CW-BB vs. DeSmet 4pm
HOC @ DeSmet (at Queeny Rink)
9:30pm
C-WR @ Northwest-House Springs
4:30pm
Pizza Pockets

Hello, Americans
Calendar

C-WR @ MCC Tournament (at
Chaminade)

January 25, 2008
Jan. 25 - Feb. 1
ACES/PAL Session 6:30-8pm
IM-Movie Trivia-Senior
BB @ Kirkwood 5:30pm
B-BB @ Kirkwood 7pm
CB-BB vs. Vianney 4pm
JV3-RB1 vs. Kirkwood (at Jewish
Community Center) 3:30pm
Taco Salad

*Lunch menu subject to change.

Monday, January 28
Schedule R
Seniors Return
HOC @ Lindbergh (at South City Rink)
8:45pm
RB1 vs. CBC (at Vetta Concord) 3:30pm
JV3-RB1 vs. CBC (at Vetta Concord)
3:30pm
Brownies, Chicken Wraps
Tuesday, January 29
Schedule R
Rosary In Chapel
College Informational Meeting 7pm
HOC @ Ft. Zumwalt West (at Webster
Rink) 8:45pm
RB2 @ Kirkwood (at Vetta Hampshire)
3:30pm
JV2-RB1 @ Kirkwood (at Vetta
	Hampshire) 3:30pm
Grilled Steak Onion

Thursday, January 31
Schedule R
IM-Movie Trivia-Senior
Redi Ribs

Wednesday, January 30
Schedule R

Friday, February 1
Schedule E
XC Championship Celebration
IM-Movie Trivia-Senior
BB @ Chaminade 5:30pm
B-BB @ Chaminade 7pm
CB-BB @ Chaminade 4pm
WR vs. Pattonville 6pm
JV-WR vs. Pattonville 6pm
C-WR vs. Pattonville 6pm
HOC @ Oakville (at Affton Rink) 8pm
Quesadillas, Taco Sticks, Pizza Sticks,
Mini Tacos

pizza

almost twice

vonderbess

(from 6)
	He also said that their most recent game
against Gateway Tech was their best. DiMaggio had 25 points against Gateway, the most
any player has had in a single game.
“We’ve been working through some
recent tough times with a few losses in a row,
but we bounced back,” said sophomore Kyle
Baxter. The team lost three games in a row
against Parkway West, Ladue, and CBC.
	Otten agreed, adding, “We had a few
tough games in the beginning of January,
but we’re back on track.”
With seven season games left, including
four conference games, Rittenhouse and the
team will make a charge at the conference
title this year.

(from 4)
Neither team could break the deadlock,
and the game ended in a 2-2 tie.
“(We played) forty minutes of great
hockey. (But) five minutes of panic cost us
the opportunity to beat CBC twice in the
same season for the first time ever,” said
head coach Charlie Busenhart.
	The Jr. Bills went 1-1-1 against the
Cadets overall this year. The tie nearly
guarantees the Playoffbills a No. 4 seed in
the Challenge Cup tournament, but if the Jr.
Bills can run the table by beating DeSmet,
Fort Zumwalt West, Lindbergh, and Oakville,
they could find themselves ranked second in
the St. Louis area.
	The Hockeybills face one of the year’s
toughest fixtures in tonight’s Jesuit Cup
battle against DeSmet at 9:30 at Queeny
Park. SLUH is 1-1 so far against DeSmet.

(from 5)
game two. Bess and Vonderheide both
left shots high, creating opportunities for
the DeSmet duo. However, Vonderbess
remained in control of the match and won
15-3, 15-10.
Coach Joe Koestner was proud of his
team’s performance, but remains afraid that
they might fall into a lull at the state and
national tournaments.
“It looks like we are having a lot of fun
out there,” said Koestner, “but we need to improve our percentages. And that all goes back
to the effort that we put in at practice.”
	The Underpressurebills know that they
must prepare for these tournaments because
they will be much more grueling than just a
regular season match. The Chocolatedaredevilbills have the Hendren Tournament
on Saturday afternoon before they square
off with defending state champs CBC on
Monday at Vetta Concord.

Saturday, January 26
JV-WR @ MCC Tourney (at SLUH) 9am
C-WR @ MCC Tourney (at SLUH) 9am
JV-HOC @ Webster Groves 8:45pm
Sunday, January 27
FAFSA Completion Workshop
JV-WR @ MCC Tournament (at
Chaminade)

Attn: Fathers and Sons

The Father/Son Banquet will be held on Sunday,
March 9th, at the Millennium Hotel. This year’s
banquet speaker will be KSDK NewsChannel
5 Anchor (and former Sports Director) Mike
Bush. Invitations will be mailed to all households early next week.

Attn: Mothers and Sons

The Mother/Son Mass and Lunch is on Sunday,
February 10th at 12:30 p.m. at St. Louis University. Reservations are due January 30th. Financial assistance in order to attend this special

event is available through Mr. Clark’s Office,
(314) 531-0330, extension 135.

